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Optimization of enhanced terahertz transmission through arrays of subwavelength apertures
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A detailed study of enhanced transmission of terahertz~THz! radiation through arrays of subwavelength
apertures structured inn-type silicon is presented. The enhancement is attributed to the resonant tunneling of
surface-plasmon polaritons~SPP’s! that can be excited at THz wavelengths in doped semiconductors. We
investigate the dependence of the transmission as a function of aperture size and sample thickness. The
transmission increases significantly as the aperture size is augmented and as the array thickness is reduced. The
data confirm the tunneling character of the SPP phenomenon. Transmission efficiencies larger than unity for
aperture sizes well below the cutoff wavelength are achieved.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The discovery of enhanced transmission of light throu
thin metal gratings of sub-wavelength holes by Ebbe
et al.1 sparked renewed and strongly growing interest in
underlying science and possible applications of surfa
plasmon related phenomena.2–5 The optical transmission a
wavelengths above the cutoff defined by the aperture
can be enhanced by several orders of magnitude leadin
the extraordinary result of transmission efficiencies lar
than 1 ~when normalized to the relative area of th
apertures!.6,7 This enhanced transmission is successfully
plained in terms of resonant tunneling of surface-plasm
polaritons~SPP’s!.8–11 Incident light can excite SPP’s on th
metal due to the periodic structure whereby radiation is c
lected from an area larger than the aperture. The SPP’s tu
through the aperture and are recoupled into free-space ra
tion at the opposite interface. As shown by Lezecet al.,12 it
is also possible to enhance and collimate the transmis
through a single aperture of subwavelength dimensions
metallic film. To obtain this enhancement and collimati
effect, it is required that both sides of the film are perio
cally structured.13,14 This extraordinary transmission of ligh
through subwavelength apertures is expected to find num
ous applications in fields such as near-field microscopy, p
tolithography, high-density optical data storage, and opt
displays.

The large permittivity of metals at lower than optical fr
quencies was believed to be a limitation for the scalability
the enhanced transmission phenomenon. However,
pointed out in Ref. 13, the corrugation of the surface giv
rise to an effective impedance or permittivity for surfa
modes. This favors the establishment of SPP’s and ena
enhanced transmission through metal gratings across an
tended part of the electromagnetic spectrum. Furtherm
the scalability to lower frequencies is favored by use of se
conductors instead of metals. Doped semiconductors s
metallic behavior at terahertz~THz! frequencies with permit-
tivities similar to those of metals at optical frequencies a
therefore allow the excitation of SPP’s in this frequen
range.

Recently, enhanced transmission of THz radiation throu
arrays of subwavelength apertures was demonstrated by
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of silicon gratings.15 The transmission was investigated as
function of the grating’s lattice constant and a significa
enhancement for wavelengths up to seven times larger
the aperture size was reported. This unprecedented trans
sion enhancement sets the basis for the development of
devices such as, e.g., high-throughput and high spatial r
lution filters and focusing elements for THz imaging sy
tems. Moreover, the approach of using semiconductor g
ings opens the way to tunable devices. The tuning can
achieved by controlling parameters such as the carrier d
sity which directly influences the generation and propagat
of SPP’s via the material’s dielectric function.

In this paper, we investigate two different routes to op
mize the transmission through arrays of subwavelength
ertures manufactured fromn-doped silicon. In particular, we
study the transmission through arrays with varying apert
size and grating thickness while the lattice constant rema
fixed. The size of the largest aperture is chosen such tha
major part of the wavelength spectrum used in the meas
ments is well above the cutoff wavelength. The thicknes
are chosen to ensure that unstructured samples are opaq
the incident radiation, i.e., no radiation is transmitted direc
through the grating material.

II. TERAHERTZ TIME-DOMAIN SPECTROSCOPY

The transmission measurements presented here are ca
out with a THz time-domain spectroscopy setup. A pu
train derived from a mode-locked Ti:sapphire femtoseco
laser is split into excitation~pump! and detection~probe!
pulses. The excitation pulses impinge on an InGaAs surf
field emitter which leads to the emission of coherent, puls
THz radiation via acceleration of photogenerated electr
hole pairs in the semiconductor surface field.16 The radiation
emitted into the specular reflection direction is collected a
focused onto the sample with a pair of off-axis parabo
mirrors. Another pair of parabolic mirrors guides the tran
mitted radiation onto a photoconductive antenna which
gated by the probe pulses. This enables the time dom
detection of the coherent THz field amplitude by scann
the time delay between pump and probe pulses with a
torized translation stage. By detecting the electromagn
field amplitude rather than the time averaged intensity,
©2004 The American Physical Society14-1
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complex Fourier transform of the time-domain data direc
provides the amplitude and phase spectrum of the broadb
THz pulse. A comparison of the obtained frequency spe
with and without a sample in the beam path thus allows
determination of the sample’s spectral transmission pro
ties. The usable spectral range of the setup extends from
to about 0.4 THz or 120 to 700mm, respectively. The spec
tral resolution is 20 GHz~as determined by the tempor
scanning length of 50 ps! which relates to approximatel
6 mm in terms of wavelength.

III. SAMPLE FABRICATION

For the fabrication of the gratings a 3 in.n-doped silicon
wafer with an initial thickness of 270mm and a carrier con-
centration ofN.1018 cm23 is used. As a first step in th
preparation process the wafer is cut into square piece
15315 mm2 with a dicing saw~Disco DAD 321!. The thick-
nessd of these pieces is reduced to 100mm<d<270 mm
with a tolerance of about65 mm. Samples thinner than
100 mm are not mechanically stable enough to be furt
processed. After reducing the thickness, the apertures
fabricated by use of the dicing saw again: parallel cuts w
separationa0 and depthd/2 are made on one side, th
sample is then turned over and rotated by 90°, and perp
dicular cuts are made on the reverse side. This proce
leads to an array of square apertures with lattice constana0.
The size of the apertures is determined by the width of
cutting blade,w, ranging fromw545 to 130mm. The lattice
constant of all samples in this study is kept constant ata0
5400 mm. In Fig. 1~a!, a scanning electron microscope pi
ture of a grating structure witha05400 mm and w

FIG. 1. ~a! SEM micrograph of a square grating with subwav
length holes as manufactured by the procedure outlined in the
The size of the apertures and the lattice constant are determine
the width and the spacing of the cuts, respectively.~b! Magnifica-
tion showing a single aperture.
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5110 mm is shown. A higher magnification image of one
the apertures is shown in Fig. 1~b!.

IV. RESONANT TUNNELING OF SPP’S

The transmission through the samples is measured at
mal incidence of the THz radiation. In this configuration a
for a square lattice, the resonant wavelengths for the exc
tion of SPP’s are approximately given by6,17

lSPP
l ,m.

a0

Al 21m2
A e1e2

e11e2
, ~1!

wherea0 is the lattice constant,e1 is the permittivity of the
grating material,e2 is the permittivity of the dielectric sur-
rounding the grating, andl ,m are integer mode indices. Du
to the square symmetry of the gratings the resonances
twofold degenerate, i.e.,l l ,m5lm,l .

The periodic surface corrugation also leads to the gen
tion of modes diffracted into the plane of the grating surfa
This gives rise to the formation of pronounced minima in t
transmission spectra which are known as Wood’s anoma18

For normal incidence and a square lattice the correspon
wavelengths are approximately given by19

lWood
l ,m .

a0

Al 21m2
Ae2. ~2!

Because the samples are fabricated fromn-doped silicon
with a carrier concentration ofN.1018 cm23—leading to a
permittivity of e1.218 at 1 THz in a straightforward
Drude-type calculation—and the surrounding dielectric is
~i.e., e2.1), the SPP wavelengths given by Eq.~1! will
differ only slightly from the wavelengths at which Wood
anomaly occurs. It is thus likely that the minima of Wood
anomaly partially overlap with the SPP resonances.

Specific investigations of the role of the permittivitiese1
and e2 in the optical wavelength regime can be found
Refs. 19–21. As mentioned above, the lattice constanta0 can
be varied by changing the spacing between consecutive c
A detailed study of the dependence of the resonant wa
length on thelattice constantin the THz frequency range is
presented in Ref. 15. In the following we focus on the d
pendence of the resonant transmission characteristics on
sizeof the subwavelength apertures and on thethicknessof
the grating structures.

A. Dependence of the transmission on the aperture size

To determine the transmission dependence on the ape
size four different gratings with apertures of side lengthw
545, 70, 110, and 130mm, fixed thicknessd5100 mm,
and lattice constanta05400 mm were used. Figure 2 show
the measured transmission spectra as function of wavele
from 120 to 700mm, or, in terms of frequency from 2.5 to
about 0.4 THz. The spectra are normalized with respect
reference measurement~cf. Sec. II!.

The data show the overall increase of the relative tra
mission as the aperture size is increased from 45 to 130mm.

xt.
by
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For an aperture size of 130mm ~dashed line in Fig. 2! and
110 mm ~dash-dotted line! a pronounced peak at a wav
length of about 500mm is obtained. This peak can be a
signed to the~1,0!-SPP resonance and is labeled accordin
with the respective mode indices (l ,m). Higher-order reso-
nances also seem to appear at shorter wavelengths bu
within the half-wavelength cutoff range for the respecti
aperture sizes. For an aperture size of 70mm this behavior is
strongly attenuated while for 45mm hardly any spectral fea
tures are visible.

At wavelengths of approximately 400, 280, 230, 200, a
180 mm minima occur in the spectra in agreement with E
~2! for Wood’s anomaly. In contrast, the~1,0!-SPP peak oc-
curs at a wavelength much longer than to be expected f
Eq. ~1!. Also, the position of the largest~1,0! peak~dashed
line in Fig. 2! appears to be shifted towards longer wav
lengths with respect to the other peaks, as indicated by
slanted arrow. This shift may be attributed to two effec
The first one being merely a side effect of Wood’s anom
which truncates the SPP resonance whereby a feigned sh
produced. The second one is the dependence of the SPP
persion relation on the surface corrugation. This depende
is discussed in Ref. 11 and a similar shift is predicted for
array of subwavelength holes in a silver film at optical wav
lengths.

The spectral shift of the resonances as whole can be
cribed to the following reasons: The expression for the re
nance wavelength for square arrays of subwavelength h
as given by Eq.~1! is of approximative nature.6 Although our
samples form square arrays of subwavelength apertures
apertures themselves are opened by perpendicular cuts o
top and bottom side of the sample. This leads to half-o
apertures~see Fig. 1! rather than actual holes as obtaine
e.g., by drilling. Thus, the applicability of Eq.~1! to our
structure is limited and a more refined theory is needed.
other possibility for the spectral shift is, as outlined befo
interference with Wood’s anomalies.

Nonetheless, the exceptional, above cutoff transmitta
is clearly evident. The~1,0! resonance for an aperture size
w5130 mm peaks at a relative transmission of about 13
Since in this case the area taken up by apertures with res

FIG. 2. Transmission spectra as function of wavelength for
ertures withw545, 70, 110, and 130mm. The thickness isd
5100 mm for all samples. The numbers in brackets denote the
mode indices.
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to the otherwise opaque sample is only 12%, the actual tra
mission efficiency is 110%. Thus, more radiation is transm
ted through an aperture than actually impinges onto it. Si
larly, for an aperture size ofw5110 mm the transmission
efficiency is found to be 100%. Forw570 mm the efficiency
is roughly 45%. Even though less dramatic than for t
larger apertures this value still signifies enhancement. S
dard theory for a single subwavelength aperture pred
transmission efficiencies of the order of only 1%. The grea
than unity transmittance for the largest aperture is in agr
ment with values reported in the optical wavelength regi
for a square array with subwavelength holes.11 However,
Thio et al.7 found the normalized transmittance in a squa
lattice to depend on the lattice constant only and not on
size of the apertures. This discrepancy might again be du
the aforementioned difference between the type of apert
and holes used in the respective investigations.

B. Dependence of the transmission on the grating thickness

The dependence of the spectral transmission charact
tics on the grating thicknessd is investigated with five
samples withd5270, 190, 150, 120, and 100mm. All
samples have the same aperture size (w5110 mm) and lat-
tice constant (a05400 mm). The normalized transmissio
spectra are shown as function of wavelength in Fig. 3. T
vertical scale on the right-hand side shows the actual tra
mission efficiency which is obtained by relating the me
sured relative transmission to the fraction of the sample a
occupied by apertures.~cf. Sec. IV A!.

The overall transmission increases as the grating th
ness is reduced fromd5270 to 100mm. The first SPP reso
nance is obtained ford5100, 120, 150, and 190mm at a
wavelength of about 500mm. The thickest grating (d
5270 mm, solid line! does not show any spectral features
this wavelength within the detection limit of our experimen
Again, Wood’s anomalies are present at 400mm and
200 mm. The general increase of the transmission occurr
for all samples below a wavelength of 220mm is a manifes-
tation of the cutoff wavelength determined by th
110 mm-aperture size.

Again, the transmission enhancement is clearly visi
with transmission efficiencies ranging from 17% ford

-

P

FIG. 3. Transmission spectra as function of wavelength for d
ferent grating thicknessesd5270, 190, 150, 120, and 100mm and
aperture sizew5110 mm.
4-3
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5190 mm to almost 100% ford5100 mm. Most remark-
ably, the transmission at the SPP resonance wavele
(lSPP

1,0 .500 mm) for the thinnest grating is almost the sam
as for wavelengths well below the cutoff. In Fig. 4 the pe
amplitude of the~1,0! resonance is plotted as function
grating thickness on a logarithmic scale. The dependenc
found to be rigorously exponential in close resemblance
experimental observations and theoretical studies at op
wavelengths~Ref. 22 and Ref. 11, respectively!. The charac-
teristic decay length extracted from a fit to the data isLexp
544(61) mm. The exponential decay reflects the evan
cent, i.e., nonpropagating nature of the SPP mode.

For comparison, a rectangular waveguide in a perfect c
ductor can be assumed as a simplistic model for our st
ture. Classical waveguide theory predicts a decay length23

L theor5
l0

2p

1

AS l0

2w
D 2

21

~3!

FIG. 4. Amplitude of the~1,0!-resonance peak as function o
grating thickness on a logarithmic scale. The horizontal error b
correspond to the variation in thickness of about65 mm, the ver-
tical error bars reflect the noise level of the measurement.
ur

.

y

p
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for wavelengths above cutoff, i.e., in a regime where
propagating modes are supported.l0 is the wavelength in the
unbounded medium andw is the size of the aperture. With
l05lSPP

1,0 .500 mm and w5110 mm a value of L theor
.39 mm is obtained from Eq.~3! which matches the experi
mental value derived from our measurements fairly we
This once more underpins the nonpropagating behavior
side the apertures and thus the tunneling mechanism of
SPP-enhanced transmission.

V. CONCLUSION

The extraordinary transmission of radiation through
rays of subwavelength apertures was investigated at THz
quencies. These arrays can be easily manufactured f
highly doped silicon wafers with a dicing saw. We studi
the characteristic transmission behavior by systematic
varying the aperture size and thickness of the grating st
tures. The observed maxima and minima in the measu
transmission spectra are attributed to resonant tunnelin
SPP’s and Wood’s anomalies, respectively. Transmission
ficiencies exceeding unity for wavelengths well above cut
are found for certain aperture sizes and grating thicknes
whereby a guiding principle for future structure design
provided. Our measurements generally confirm results
tained at optical frequencies and thus prove the generalit
the extraordinary transmission effect based on resonant
neling of SPP’s. Consequently, with the right choice of m
terials and dimensions, no principal limitation for oth
wavelength regimes should be encountered. The uni
transmission properties observed here are foreseen to b
ploited for, e.g., novel high-throughput and high spatial re
lution and focusing devices for THz imaging systems.
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